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By 
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There are over three million people in the United States (500,000 of these children) that 
know the true terror of Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. ONCE AGAIN is a short 
experimental documentary about the truth of Childhood OCD.  Weaving together live 
action footage, home movies, and animation, the filmmaker tells the story of his 
childhood struggles with this horrible disorder. In the early nineties, OCD was thought to 
be a behavioral, almost psychotic disorder. Through mental torture, hospitalization, and 
humiliation, Once Again shows how John Spottswood Moore eventually won the fight 
against the disorder to become a champion of his own mind and body. 
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CHAPTER 1: TREATMENT 
Like many children of the nineties, much of John’s childhood was captured on 
VHS home video.  A skinny boy with shaggy brown hair and a constant grin, years of his 
life are cataloged through handheld, pixilated shots. A video time stamped with 
“7/31/91”, shows the boy horsing around with friends at Chuck ‘e Cheese, blowing out a 
cake that reads “Happy Seventh Birthday!”  On 12/25/91, he tries on a brand new Braves 
hat in front of the Christmas tree. One after another, these movies show a boy who, 
although rambunctious and mischievous, is normal by most people’s account.  
However, as the time stamp in the bottom right corner changes to 1993, the boy 
starts to demonstrate odd behavior.  The video marked “11/25/93” finds John asking and 
re-asking the same question to his mother, like a broken tape recorder, over Thanksgiving 
dinner.  The stamp now reads “12/25/93”.  While his older brother unwraps a new guitar, 
John is nowhere to be seen. He can be heard frantically locking and unlocking the door 
off screen.  There is no video marked “07/31/94,” because John has been admitted to a 
psychiatric hospital three hours away and can’t celebrate his birthday. Of course, not 
everything is filmed. The videos don’t show the clueless doctors saying that this odd 
behavior must be stress.  Nobody filmed the teachers recommending that this once 
outstanding student be put in special education alongside kids with severe learning 
disabilities. When the time stamp reads “8/04/94,” it is hard to believe that the heavily 
medicated, emotionally frightened, little boy is the same kid we once saw playing at 
Chuck e’ Cheese. 
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I, John Moore, was one of the millions of American children who had to endure a 
childhood with Obsessive Compulsive Disorder.  Once Again is my personal story of a 
childhood lost to this affliction. By creatively weaving together these home videos with 
animated vignettes, I set out to tell the story of year in my life when I hit rock bottom and 
eventually fought my way back to control. 
Over 6 million Americans suffer from Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. A 
chemical imbalance in the brain causes troublesome and unpleasant thoughts to play over 
and over in one’s head.  Sufferers will in turn perform  “rituals”, or repetitive behaviors 
in an effort to curb these disturbing thoughts. Behaviors can be anything from compulsive 
hand washing, to repetition of certain words, to flipping on and off a light switch. 
Whatever they may be, those with OCD know that their behavior is absurd, but cannot 
stop. 
By 1994, I had spent nearly six months tucked away in various psychiatric wards, 
a slave to this affliction.  Less than a year earlier, I was a straight A student, heavily 
involved in Cub Scouts and Little League.  Days and nights passed slowly by, performing 
mindless rituals in an effort to curb horrifying thoughts.  Doctor after doctor would try 
their hand, only to predict that my life would be a series of special education and anti-
psychotic drugs.   
However frightening the diagnosis, my parents refused let me accept this 
existence. “No,” my mother says in an interview. “I just knew something was going to 
come and help!” 
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That help came in the form of Dr. Charles Mansueto, “I couldn’t think of them all 
as damaged and malfunctioning,” he says.  While most doctors considered OCD sufferers 
to be almost psychotic, Mansueto saw it as the side affects to a creative, overactive mind.  
“I knew that art therapy and talk therapy wasn’t going to do it,” he says. “We had 
to take a fresh look at it” 
Through hospitalization and humiliation to eventual triumph, Once Again uses the 
artifacts of a child’s past to show that there is hope for those with OCD. 
 
SIGNIFICANCE TO THE OCD COMMUNITY 
In short, the psychological community is in dire need of voices from experienced 
OCD sufferers. Movies like Matchstick Men (2003) and As Good As It Gets (1997) as 
well as the popular television series, Monk, have made the general public aware of the 
disorder. However, the performances give unrealistic caricatures of those afflicted with 
OCD. For those afflicted and their loved ones, a more realistic example of the OCD 
mindset is needed.  Because I am both an animator and an OCD sufferer, I am in an 
extremely rare position to paint the world of OCD.  Only a handful of filmmakers on the 
face of the Earth can offer an honest portrait of this disorder with 100% accuracy, without 
having to act as a middleman for an interviewee. 
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CHAPTER 2: STYLISTIC APPROACH 
INTERVIEWS 
The narrative of the film is told through the words of four primary narrators.  
First, my parents, Claudia and Reginald Moore, offer an objective viewpoint of my 
behavior.  They describe the onset of my peculiar behavior, and the hard search for 
answers when almost nothing was known about OCD.  The next narrator is Dr. Charles 
Mansueto, the psychologist who introduced me to the coping techniques that I still use 
today. I act as the final narrator.  However, my presence in front of the camera is  very 
limited.  I did not want the audience to have a preconception of the adult I turned into, but 
as the child in the pictures and videos.  Therefore, my voice is heard behind the camera, 
reacting to my parent’s stories and narrating the animated vignettes. 
 
HOME MOVIES 
Like many children of my generation, my parents felt it necessary to capture as 
much of my young life as possible on their VHS camera.  As such, I have countless hours 
of footage, cataloguing me as a ten-year-old going through this ordeal.  This footage, 
carefully edited, offers a specific visual accompaniment to the words and stories told in 
the interviews.  
 
ANIMATION 
 The film has 3 to 5 minutes of animated vignettes.  Where as old VHS footage 
and pictures offer visual accompaniment to my parents’ words, my recollections of OCD 
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are told through animation.  Animation is especially useful when displaying a first person 
point of view because it gives the filmmaker complete control over the canvas.  I am not 
limited by what the camera can capture. More then simply explaining the logic of OCD, I 
will allow the viewer to look through my eyes and experience the Obsessive Compulsive 
mindset.  
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CHAPTER 3: PRODUCTION 
 In my opinion, there are two primary types of documentary. The first falls into a 
category commonly referred to as Cinéma vérité (“Cinema of Truth”). Vérité filmmaking 
is when the filmmaker follows the subject around for a period, filming events and 
significant moments as they occur. The filmmaker can cut back and fourth between 
moments in time, show stock footage or pictures, and manipulate time through montage. 
The most important element of Vérité, however, is that the filmmaker is present and 
photographing the journey of the subject as it occurs. This type of filmmaking normally 
requires months or years of commitment from the artist. They must be on call and on 
location for an indefinite period of tim. All of this effort normally produces dozens (even 
hundreds) of hours of footage. 
 My production fell into the second category, which I call “Illustrative” or 
“Retrospective” filmmaking. Whereas the first documentary witnesses the events of the 
film as they occur, my category tries to tell a story that has already occurred. I call it 
“Illustrative” because the filmmaker often uses stock footage, pictures, poetic camera 
work, or animation to illustrate the words of a narrator telling the story.  Notable 
filmmakers working in this style are Ken Burns, Errol Morris, and Rob Epstein. 
Illustrative filmmaking is normally more intense in the post-production process, because 
of the extensive research and assemblage of materials to be used as illustration. 
 For my film, I knew that most of the story would be told using either animation or 
old homes movies.  The production element would come in the form of recording 
“Talking Heads”, or interview footage of the subjects recalling the moments of my 
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childhood. The piece is told through four primary narrators, which are my mother, my 
father, Dr. Charles Mansueto (a key figure in my recovery), and Myself.  
 
DR. CHARLES MANSUETO 
 A great deal of my recovery was due to Dr. Charles Mansueto, a Baltimore based 
psychologist who spent his career treating OCD.  From August 7th to the 9th of 2009, the 
International Obsessive Compulsive Disorder Foundation held its annual conference in 
Minneapolis, MN.  I flew by myself to meet my mother at the conference in Minnesota. 
My gear consisted primarily of a Sony Ex-1 camera, a 744T audio recorder, and a 
Macintosh Powerbook for uploading footage. By shear luck, one of my classmates was 
spending his summer in Minneapolis an agreed to help me shoot. Furthermore, one of his 
friends agreed to help, as well as furnish us with a second Sony Ex-1. It was now possible 
to do a two-camera set up with each subject. 
 Some movies will try to capture a subject performing an act relevant to their 
character as they speak (i.e. a mechanic fixing a car, a socialite drinking wine, etc.). This 
can be a good tactic in painting the character in their environment. In this case, I wanted 
the audience rooted in present day as little as possible.  The audio would be the most 
important element along with the subjects’ facial expressions. A subtle but pleasant 
environment was the most desirable.  In the case of Dr. Mansueto, my colleagues and I 
found a gazebo in a hotel courtyard.  
 Questions for Dr. Mansueto were mainly limited to discussions of treatment 
methods and memories he had of working with his child patients. I asked my mother to 
accompany me to the conference and take place in the interview. She had just as much of 
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a hand as the doctor in my recovery and worked side by side with him to formulate a 
reasonable treatment plan. Being that I was only ten at the time, I allowed her to 
comment on the subject matter and even have open discussions with Dr. Mansueto. 
Ultimately, the interview was helpful and provided me with an insight into how highly 
specialized and complicated the application of Cognitive Behavior Therapy can be, 
especially in children. 
 The OCD Foundation generously provided me with a three day pass to the 
conference. Even though I was mainly interested in Dr. Mansueto, the Conference 
allowed me to film various areas within the hotel as long as I was respectful to those 
involved.  I left with a little under an hour of footage of the Conference’s bookstore, meet 
and greets, as well info on several treatment clinics.  In addition, I conducted interviews 
with notable figures in the OCD community, such as foundation spokesperson Elizabeth 
McIngvale, memoirist Jared Kant, and one of the most prominent figures in OCD 
Research, Dr. Michael Jenike.  
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Figure 1:  Dr Mansueto being interviewed. 
 
  
 Figure 2: Brochure for IOCDF Conference 
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MOM AND DAD 
 Though Dr. Mansueto provided me with the method, nobody deserves more credit 
for my recovery than my parents, Reginald and Claudia Moore. Again, I was only ten and 
eleven during the moments of the film.  My mother and father were integral to filling in 
the gaps of this narrative. My director of Photography, Sarah Gonzalez, and I flew to my 
parents house in Hickory, NC. We had a Sony EX-1 Camera, a 744T audio recorder, an a 
Teenie Weenie light kit. 
 In order to prepare for this interview, I did several weeks of research on my 
family around and before 1993.  This consisted of watching about twelve hours of home 
videos, looking at old pictures and yearbooks, and having a few limited telephone 
conversations. I was careful to limit any discussion of the subject prior to the interview 
because I did not want to exhaust the subject or generate any intriguing moments off 
camera. After writing a general outline of what I felt to be the arc of the story, I wrote 
about twenty questions that touched on key moments and ideas. Some examples of 
questions asked were, “What was your first memory of me performing noticeable 
ritualistic behavior?” or “Would you hospitalize me again if you could do it over?”  Most 
of the events to be discussed, such as my hospitalization or agonizing condition had only 
been discussed briefly and vaguely over the last 16 years. I had no idea what to expect 
when I arrived at my childhood home. 
 We had several production problems on this shoot. The original idea was to shoot 
in our living room area with natural light pouring in. Unfortunately, the sun shifts every 
hour, meaning that our color balance would be drastically changing, especially after 
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about 2 pm. Instead, we waited until the sun went down, and tried to match the 
temperature of the two nearby lamps. Unfortunately we only had one camera. In addition, 
our limited crew made it necessary for me to monitor sound levels while conducting the 
interview.   Finally, my parents were not answering questions sincerely. I don’t doubt that 
they were both completely honest, but there answers seemed rehearsed. My mother was 
constantly smiling and my father gave very short responses, even when the questions 
were very open ended. 
 I made use of any additional time there by collecting very poetic shots of family 
portraits, old yearbooks, and anything that might act as an artifact of time period. At one 
point, my DP and I went to the attic, where my parents still keep all of my old toys.  We 
set up hundreds of figurines, books, and such on the storage boxes. The final result was a 
beautiful and nostalgic panorama of little relics from my past. 
 In the editing room, it became apparent that reshoots were in order. Nearly a year 
later, Sarah and I would make our way back.  This time, all three days were dedicated to 
interviews.  The first step was to get as much footage, useable or not, as possible.  We 
interviewed each of my parents individually and one time together. As DSLR cameras 
had become popular in the last year, we were also able to do a two-camera set up (with 
Sarah alternating between each). With nobody else to lean on, my father’s responses 
became much longer and thoughtful during his individual interview.  My mother, very 
aware of her insincerity, set out to have an honest discussion this time.  Rather than a 
sheet with specific outlines, I walked in with a very open ended set of questions in my 
head. This time I tried to follow and not lead. In both individual interviews, as well as the 
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one they did together, I received countless sincere moments and more than enough 
narration to tell the story. 
 
Figure 3: Reginald and Claudia Moore in group interview 
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Figure 4: Dad in individual interview. 
MY INTERVIEW 
 At the end of the day, this is my story.  The element of this film that separates it 
from other documentaries on the subject is that I can speak in the first person about my 
experience.  As such, it was very important that I maintain a sincere tone in my narration 
and not sound scripted or rehearsed.  I decided to simply take the hot seat myself and 
have a trusted and well-prepared colleague ask me questions. This colleague was close 
friend and fellow documentarian Laura Guichard. The two of us met three or four times 
to discuss our approach. During the first meeting, I laid out the entire story as I 
remembered it. From my first signs at the age of seven up to any current struggles, every 
point in my struggle was covered. Over the next few meeting we isolated and analyzed 
the most important periods to be discussed. Finally, I asked her to put the questions in her 
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own words and specific order for our interview, thus reducing the chance that I would 
pre-conceptualize my answers. 
 The interview was shot with two Sony Ex-1 cameras. The close up camera was 
fitted with a Red Rock lens attachment to give a shallow depth of field.  The crew 
consisted of Sarah Gonzalez, my Classmate Micah Barber on B-Camera, and another 
Classmate (Ben Slamka) on  a 744T recorder for sound. Sarah and I agreed that we 
should shoot in my bedroom using natural light from a nearby window.  The light 
reflected off of my hardwood walls to give a very defused nostalgic look.  
 The interview went incredibly well. Laura gave me ample time to respond and 
made it a point to follow and feed my stream of consciousness rather than forcing her 
own agenda.  In the end, my narration sounds like it comes from a discussion rather than 
a studio session. One can hear the tension at certain parts and remorse in others that I, as 
a non-actor, could never fake. 
ILLUSTRATIVE SHOTS 
 The final stage of production came several months later.  After capturing and sub 
clipping all of the footage, I began to assemble a rough audio cut of the narrative. While 
doing so, I made meticulous notes on which elements would be told through animation 
and which sections corresponded with available video.  After a while, it seemed that two 
of the sections needed something more.   
 Probably the two most tragic and sincere pieces of interview audio are the 
sections that cover the first time I saw homeless people in Washington DC and then my 
reaction to the psychiatric ward where I would be staying. I did not have video or pictures 
of either one of these events. Furthermore, both interviews contain in depth description of 
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texture and minutia (i.e. the dirt on the homeless man’s face, or the dim florescent light of 
the hospital). Therefore, it was very hard for my chalky, eccentric style to capture the 
tactile qualities of these places. My solution was to try and shoot some high definition 
footage of both homeless areas in Washington, as a hospital.  The challenge, besides 
gaining access to each, would be capturing them in a manner that could be cut seamlessly 
with home video footage and illustrate what is described in the audio. 
 My first journey was to Washington DC with my Director of Photography. There 
were three key points to the narration we were illustrating. First, my dad’s story told of 
homeless people in alleyways and in the street. Second, it was very cold. Finally, the 
homeless people were using the heating grates next to large buildings to keep warm. 
Between arrival and departure, we had two full days to shoot.   
 Both the homeless people and the organizations meant to help them were 
incredibly warm and giving. Before arriving, I got in contact with two different 
humanitarian organizations.  The first directed me towards the safest and most highly 
populated areas where homeless individuals frequent.  We met the second organization at 
one of these locations to film them offering food and clothing to vagrants. Just to show 
that we were sincere, Sarah and I would slip any individual a few dollars before turning 
on the camera. I would ask each one a question or two, but it was the moments when they 
were not talking that I was interested in the most. As such, I ended every interview by 
asking each person to look into the camera for about thirty seconds. 
 At each location, there were lots of homeless people consenting to be filmed.  It 
was cold, so there breath hung in the air. At the very end of the last shooting day, we 
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came across a middle-aged woman sitting next to a heating grate. As luck would have it, 
she consented to being filmed and we had all of the elements we set out to capture. 
 The second section that needed additional footage was the section where I 
addressed arriving at a pediatric psychiatric hospital for the first time.  Two sentences of 
narration dictated what needed to be shot. The first was, “It just looked like a 
stereotypical psych ward”. The second was, “It was dark and dingy”.  Not too far from 
the University of Texas is Austin State Hospital. This facility is over 200 years old, and 
serves the purpose of housing and counseling the mentally ill. The only problem was that 
the hospital had been recently renovated was actually a very pleasant, well-lit 
environment. The community service liaison informed me that there was an unused wing 
of the hospital that had not been used in years.  She offered to let me shoot in exchange 
for filming a few interviews with her staff. 
 The wing was perfect.  Natural light bounced off cold linoleum floors.  In one 
section, unpleasant fluorescents flickered light down a hallway of locked rooms.  There 
were no people around and no cars or chatter in the distance. It just looked like a place 
that housed countless memories of the sick. The liaison even allowed me to open up one 
of the rooms and film inside. 
 One would think that cutting High definition footage with old VHS would be 
irritating. However, in both cases the illustrative footage, cut with eerie music, acted as 
the perfect vehicle for the eyes of ten year old during traumatic times. 
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Figure 5: Illustrative shot of homeless man. 
 
 
Figure 6: Illustrative shot of Austin State Hospital. 	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CHAPTER 4: ANIMATION 
 Even before taking on this project, my graduate career had been focused towards 
the study and practice of animation. My specialty within animation is what is commonly 
referred to as “2.5-D Digital Animation”. This means that I will hand draw each frame of 
just like traditional animators. However, rather than drawing on paper or acetate 
animation cells, I use a Wacom tablet. Similar to a mouse or track pad, this pressure 
sensitive pad allows me to draw inside animation software such as Adobe Flash or After 
Effects. As a result, I have much more control of line weight, brush type, and editing 
techniques. 
 The limitation of videography is that one can only photograph what they have 
present in the real world.  For example, if I wanted footage of tree shedding its leaves in 
autumn, I would either have to wait until the Fall and film a physical tree or find stock 
video footage of something similar. Even then, the tree will probably not be the one that I 
saw in my imagination. Animation, especially hand draw animation, allows the 
filmmaker complete control over the canvas. There are very few blockades between what 
occurs in the artist’s imagination and what ends up on the canvas. In other words, if I 
envision a tall oak tree in a North Carolina Landscape, this is what will end up on the 
page. 
 This type of ultimate control is the reason why I chose to animate/illustrate many 
parts of the film.  As an OCD sufferer, the most important element I can offer the film is 
a subjective viewpoint. Where other documentarians may approach the subject of OCD 
because of a fascination, I have to describe a condition that I carry around with me 
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everyday. Of course, taking a concept as subjective and abstract as OCD and turning it 
into an accessible, understandable illustration presented many challenges. 
 There were two goals that needed to be met with the animation in this film. The 
first goal was to show certain moments of my life that were otherwise not recorded. In 
other words, I have many pictures and home videos of events such as Christmas, 
Birthdays, soccer games, etc. However, it would not have been appropriate for my father 
to film me heavily medicated in a pediatric psychiatric ward.  Likewise, they did not walk 
into my fifth grade classroom and take a picture when I would break down into 
compulsive behavior. Therefore, if a specific moment was not captured through 
photography I must find some other method of illustration. 
 The second goal was to find some way to display Obsessive Compulsive disorder 
in a manner that is both understandable and accessible to those who do not suffer from 
the affliction. How do I display what goes on inside the OCD sufferer’s head? What 
could be so frightening and aggravating that it would drive one to perform repetitive, 
non-sensical behavior? I consider this goal to be much more challenging than the first.  
The first goal was representational.  I was simply drawing moments that I remembered as 
I remembered them.  For the second goal, I had to veer into the world of abstract 
expressionism or non-representational art. This was an area in which I had no experience. 
ILLUSTRATING THE PAST 
 The moments I needed to illustrate occurred when I was ten years old. I knew that 
this called for a playful, eccentric illustration style.  How would a ten year old draw these 
animations? Capturing the feel of ten year old’s art is tricky. If I had been four or five, 
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then the obvious choice would have been crudely drawn figures that were poorly filled in 
with crayon.  If I had been a teenager, it would have been the doodled, graffiti style that 
one would find in the pages of a ninth grade algebra book. Ten years old, though, had to 
be both playful and not too childish. 
 So what does one think of when they remember fourth and fifth grade? I think of 
pencils, thick arithmetic book, horrible cafeteria food, but one memory of elementary 
school tops them all. This is the memory of recess. In junior high school a child begins 
algebra, home economics, advanced literature. They begin an extensive grooming period 
to become an adult.  Recess, however, is one of the last times that adults acknowledge 
that their students are children and require them to play. I settled on a chalk texture, 
mainly pastel shades with a thick grain and many cracks.  This gives an audience the 
impression that the animations have been drawn on a sidewalk or black top.  Rather than 
draw each frame on an actual chalkboard (which would take far to long) I purchased a 
computer program called Corel Painter.  A pretty remarkable piece of software, painter 
allows one to emulate the stroke and texture of dozens of media (chalk, paint, ink, etc.), 
hundreds of brush combinations, and literally thousands of colors. 
 After establishing a textural style and general aesthetic, it was important that I 
explore how nine and ten year olds draw. After several Google searches, two facets 
became very apparent. First, much of the art had black outlines. This made sense.  After 
years of coloring, we become use to drawing contours and shapes first, and then adding 
colorful fill. Next, shading and depth are at a minimum. It is not until later that kids really 
start to learn the elements of shadow, highlight, or directional lighting.  Folds and 
extreme shadows are usually indicated with black lines or dashes (i.e. An ear being drawn 
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with one “C” shape). It should also be noted that children do not often employ a wade 
rage of angles or perspectives when they draw. Often, subjects are drawn straight on from 
the front or from a side profile. 
 
Figure 7: Building Scene 7 in Corel Painter. 
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Figure 8: Scene 5 in Corel Painter 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Example of children’s style of drawing. 
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Figure 10: I was heavily influenced by Jeanne Stern’s illustration work. 
 
ILLUSTRATING OCD 
 Now that I had a style for illustrating the moments within the narrative, it was on 
to the second goal. How does one display Obsessive Compulsive disorder? In order to 
answer this question, I had to ask myself how thought is traditionally explored in art.  The 
most obvious method is the classic thought bubble. Most prevalent in comic strips, this is 
a little cloud that appears above a character’s head and gives some hint of their interior 
monologue. It can be either text or an image and is only visible to the character and the 
audience. Albeit simple, I figured that some sort of thought bubble would be best. Unlike 
a flashback or cutaway, a thought bubble would allow the audience to see both the 
thought and the character in the same scene. As a result, the viewer sees how the thought 
provokes compulsive behavior. 
 The next question was how a compulsive thought was different from a normal 
thought. I can’t speak for the thought patterns of other OCD sufferers, but my obsessions 
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are more visual. While some people might hear the words, “Your house will burn down” 
in their head, for me it would be a photorealistic image of a blazing. Next, compulsive 
thoughts are not fleeting and whimsical like other thoughts. Human beings are normally 
amazed at how their thoughts can jump, seemingly without any conduit, between 
hundreds of unrelated subjects. An OCD thought is typically a loop. One image or 
premise (“Your house will burn down”) plays over and over, never transferring to another 
subject.  In my case, it was often the prospect of stopping the torturous repetition of a 
thought that would drive me to perform compulsions, rather than the fear itself. In other 
words, if you were to play a four-word phrase over and over again for half an hour, the 
text of the words would become inconsequential and the rhythm and music of the phrase 
itself would become the torture device.  
 Finally, to understand OCD, one must recognize how an obsession works in 
concert with compulsive behavior. Again, the compulsion does not have to be related to 
the context of the thought.  One might believe that tying and retying their shoes will keep 
their mother from getting cancer. All that the sufferer knows is that performing this 
ritualistic behavior a certain number of times will make the thought disappear. Often this 
reaction will happen instantaneously. The sufferer ties their shoes three times and the 
images of Chemo machines and hairless heads seem to vanish.  However, like scratching 
a mosquito bite, it is only temporary. Within a matter of seconds, the unpleasant thoughts 
rush back, creating a viscous cycle of obsession and compulsion over and over and over 
again.  
 My breakthrough came when I saw a piece called “Johnny Skydiver”, made by 
my colleague Noel Wells. Noel fused a standard Mini DV camera to film her boyfriend 
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singing a song, The whole was captured in one static shot secured on a tripod. She then 
used adobe after effects to turn the video file into a sequence of png images.  The video 
was about 45 seconds long. At a rate of 24 frames per second, the sequence consisted of 
1080 images.  She then printed out each of these images on normal printer paper and then 
re-photographed each one. However, because the frames were printed on paper, they 
were very malleable.  She could crumple the paper, color it, make it fold and unfold.  The 
final result is two layers of animation: The movement of the printed image, and the 
movement of the canvas holding the printed image. 
 I adapted this technique to meet my specific needs. First,  I drew17 short 
animations (each between 15 and 45 seconds) in Adobe Flash. Each of these animated 
scenes illustrated some fear or horrific image that corresponds to the narrative.  I also 
drew a cloud-like border around each of these animations.  Though it was expensive, I 
then printed out all of these frames, which came to a count of well over 700).  All images 
were shot over a green piece of construction paper, so the background could be keyed out 
and the images placed over another animated scene. The final result is a flickering paper 
thought-bubble that held hand-drawn, hand colored animation. 
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Figure 11: Noel Wells’ “Johnny Skydiver” 
 
 
Figure 12: Early Paper Test. 
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     Figure 13:     Flash animation phase  of paper animation 
 
 
Figure 13:     Frame to be printed 
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CHAPTER 5: POST-PRODUCTION 
The trial and error element of this project is large enough to be the subject of its 
own Master’s Thesis, if not it’s own collection of essays. A great deal of the hardships 
came from planning and organization. However, the greatest pitfall came in the form of 
collaboration and outsourcing Labor. If nothing else, this project has taught me one vital 
lesson. There is a large difference between a paid employee and an unpaid volunteer. 
 A great deal of the film is told through either home video footage or hand drawn 
animation. Thus, the only real production came in the form of a few interviews and a 
handful of poetic, illustrative shots (a hospital ward, some pills atop a dresser, etc).  So 
like most documentaries, the bulk of the story was formed in post-production.  
 When I started the post-process, there were a number of jobs I planned on 
outsourcing. With no musical experience, it was clear that I would not be scoring the film 
myself. Because the creation of this film spans nearly three years, I started the project 
with significantly less animation experience than I do today. As such, I hoped to 
outsource at least the bulk of the animation work to a seasoned professional.  Finally, this 
film is so personal and esoteric in its material that turning it over to another editor seemed 
nearly impossible. As time marched on, this too would be handed off to someone else.  
My efforts to outsource these three jobs all met a similar fate. 
 
ANIMATORS 
 My original choice as lead animator was a friend and colleague of mine named 
Jeanne Stern. Her animation work on another retrospective documentary, Yizkor, seemed 
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very close to what I wanted.  However, by the middle of my third year I had become 
exhausted and fed up with this project. All connections and plans were severed in an 
effort to move onto another project. Unfortunately, when I would take the project up 
again a few weeks later, Jeanne had moved to other projects. 
 My fourth year in graduate school would turn into a revolving door of animators.  
Kathy Tran, a former undergraduate, signed onto do some rotoscoping but then got a job 
with the game company, Bioware. Another undergraduate, Nicole Licea, signed on to 
help me with the obsessive thought animations, only to make a sudden move to Los 
Angeles.  Like Kathy, she left me in the lurch with a handful of half done drawings and 
missing keyframes. 
The only animator that saw his verbal contract through to the end was an 
ambitious self-taught animator named Edward Witliff. While I was proctoring in the 
Digital Media Labs, there were always two things I counted on seeing everyday, rain or 
shine: about 22 computers and Edward Witliff sitting behind on of them. What he lacked 
in talent he made up for in ambition. Edward accepted the opportunity to be lead 
animator on a graduate thesis film with much excitement. However, the problem with 
hiring an undergraduate is simple: they graduate.  Though he would complete 
assignments, the would often come in weeks late and often substandard.   
 The final solution to the animation conundrum would be through drastic 
measures.  For nearly two months, I moved back to Hickory, NC where I toiled away in a 
dark basement, drawing well over 2,000 frames.  I did 95% of the animation in this 
project myself. 
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COMPOSERS 
 Music was a similar story. A friend with signifigant musical experience agreed 
with heavy enthusiasm only to leave a few weeks later. He left me three variations of the 
same piece of music, which I ended up using in my opening scene.  The music 
department ended up being covered by two strokes of luck.  During the editing process, I 
found a collection of pieces by famous Pianist Erik Satie, that had been re-mixed and 
performed by a modern composer.  All three fit the mood of the film perfectly.  I was 
ecstatic when I found out that not only is Erik Satie’s music in the public domain, but the 
composer of the tracks had placed his work in the Creative Commons for use by the 
general public. The second stroke of luck came in the form of Stuart Baker, an old friend 
who provided the music for my Pre-thesis film, “All in Your Head”. I call Stuart’s 
involvement “luck”, because my period of desperation overlapped perfectly with his need 
to expand his resume as a composer. 
 
EDITORS 
 The final piece of botched collaboration that must be mentioned is my effort to 
hire an editor. As mentioned before, the footage for this piece consisted chiefly of old 
home movies and interviews with my parents about very esoteric subject matter. The 
thought of anybody else being able to arrange a narrative from nearly three hours of my 
parents telling inside jokes and half finished stories seemed absurd. After nearly a year of 
arranging and rearranging cut after cut, it became obvious that I was too close to the film. 
My humor was lost on test audiences and each cut required far too much explanation 
afterwards. I needed a fresh perspective. 
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 Help came in the form of my close friend and coworker, Sarah Deuel. Editing has 
been the focus of Sarah’s film career for years. I was fortunate enough to snatch her up 
before her talent and superb work ethic was discovered by anybody else.  Unfortunately, 
the common problem with hiring an upperclassman undergraduate appeared once more. 
After her graduation, deadlines were missed, phone calls went unreturned, and paying job 
offers started to come her way.  By the July of 2012, four months into our collaboration, I 
had pretty much taken over all of the editing. She never officially resigned but it was 
understood that a middleman between me and the finished project was only slowing me 
down. 
 I always hated when a film ended with the words “A Film By…”, followed by the 
director’s name. That degree of credit seemed very inconsiderate of the dozens of 
underlings that make even the smallest productions possible. However, with the 
exception of some camera work, a few songs and my sound re-recording mixer, the piece 
was literally a film by John Spottswood Moore. From animation, to shooting pick ups, to 
sound design, surviving this process demanded that I wear nearly every hat there is.  Of 
course it can all be chalked up to that vital lesson with which I began this section. There 
is a huge difference between a paid employee and an unpaid volunteer. 
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CHAPTER 6: FINAL PRODUCT 
 On the last day of my mix we finished early. By lunchtime, my sound mixer had 
not only finished our run through of the whole film, but even managed to squeeze in an 
additional pass to check for any missed sections or unchecked levels. In short, we were 
way ahead of schedule.  The agreement was that we would return from lunch with fresh 
ears and watch the whole film start to finish with no interruptions.  Though we had 
worked out each frame of sound throughout the film, the constant starting and stopping 
broke up the rhythm. The return from lunch would be both of our first time seeing the 
film with even semi-decent sound. 
 About thirty seconds into the screening, it became apparent that this was the first 
time I had ever really seen the completed piece.  For the first time since I began the film, 
I felt enthusiasm.  The cuts were seamless. The story was perfectly in tact. By ten 
minutes, I came to conclusion. This is a really good film.  By twelve minutes, when I 
enter the hospital, I had a second realization. This is a very relevant film. 
 When the film went to black and the lights came up, I could not be prouder.  
There were countless times when I was convinced that the piece was doomed and that I 
could either jump ship or go down with it.  I am happy to say that sticking with this piece 
was probably the best, and hardest decision of my life.  However, if I had to take another 
lesson away from my graduate career (besides hiring volunteers) it would be that 
documentary is like life, unpredictable and beyond our control.  In any creative endeavor 
a heavy hand can lead to suffocation.  Adaptation and listening is always key. Perhaps if I 
had come to this conclusion a year ago, this Report would be dated 2011 and my degree 
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would already be hanging on my wall. But I’m glad that I didn’t. It seems that struggle 
sweetens victory, and an easier path would have lead to a less effective piece. 
 
